We show stable causality of the Pomeransky-Senkov black rings.
Introduction
Five-dimensional black rings, and their generalisations, have attracted a lot of attention in recent literature (see, e.g., [2] ). In [1] it has been shown that the Pomeransky-Senkov [4] 
Stable causality
We use the conventions and notations of [1] , except that we write G(x, λ, ν) for G(x) from [1] , etc. In that reference it has been shown that
where Θ is a polynomial in the coordinates x, y, and in the parameters λ and ν, whose exact form it too complicated to be usefully displayed here. On the d.o.c. of the PS metrics we have
where
Stable causality of the d.o.c. will follow if one can prove that g tt is strictly negative there. Away from the boundaries y = −1 and x = ±1, this is equivalent to strict negativity of Θ. This remains true on those boundaries because G(y, λ, ν) = 1 − y 2 νy 2 + λy + 1 .
This shows that the multiplicative factor (1 + y) in the numerator of g tt is cancelled by the first order zero of G(y, λ, ν), so ∇t will again be timelike at y = −1 if Θ is strictly negative there. An identical argument applies to x = ±1.
The following change of variables can be used to show that Θ has a sign: let a ∈ [0, ∞) and d ∈ (0, ∞), the redefinition
leads to the right ranges of x and ν, except for x = −1 which will be considered later. Setting
where c ∈ (0, ∞) covers the range of allowed λ's, except for the borderline case λ = 2 √ ν (to which we will return shortly); to check this it is useful to note that
Finally, the formula
, which is more than needed for (y h , −1), but note that y = −1 is missing. Inserting the above into Θ one obtains a rational function with denominator (1 + a)
and with numerator which is a polynomial, say P , in (a, b, c, d).
A Mathematica calculation shows that all coefficients are negative integers in
One also finds
which proves strict negativity of Θ away from the boundaries x = −1 and y = −1, for non-extreme configurations λ > 2 √ ν.
Consider now the case y = −1. We proceed as before, except that we first set y = −1 in Θ, and then replace (x, λ, ν) by (a, c, d). The end result is a rational function with denominator
with a numerator, say R, a polynomial with strictly negative coefficients belonging to [−19763036160, −2] ∩ Z ,
hence strictly negative.
The case x = −1 is analysed in a similar way.
When λ = 2 √ ν strict negativity of Θ is established by using instead
in the arguments above.
